
 

 

Use Case Brief  

 
 

Deliver Office 365 Without Compromise 
Ensure successful deployment and ongoing manageability of Office 365 and other SaaS apps 
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Overview 
Cloud-hosted collaboration and productivity suites like Office 365 are changing the way employees work and 
communicate.  Taking advantage of cloud-hosted services allows workers to be productive from anywhere in the 
world, improves better sharing and communication, and dramatically reduces the I/T burden to the business.  
While on the surface deployment of Office 365 seems to reduce cost and simplify I/T, most businesses find that 
their legacy network architecture introduces performance problems that can severely limit their ability to take full 
advantage of the benefits of Office 365. 
 

Challenges and Customer Requirements 
Customers that attempt to deploy Office 365 realize that there are a number of challenges that present 
themselves, each slowing adoption or creating barriers that prevent adoption altogether: 
 

- Performance challenges – routing Office 365 through the private WAN may add latency compared to 
direct Internet; the link with the best performance should always be used 
 

- Cost challenges – Office 365 demands up to 4X the bandwidth of on-premises Exchange; rather than 
upgrading expensive MPLS private WAN connections, lower-cost direct Internet in the remote office with 
fine-grained app policy and bandwidth controls must be an option 
 

- Loss of visibility – if Office 365 traffic bypasses the data center by going direct to the Internet, I/T is 
rendered blind on performance; the solution must provide visibility into how the network and Office 365 is 
performing and enable diagnosis and resolution of performance issues  
 

- Managing rich media – Office 365 is a suite including transaction apps (Outlook), bulk apps (OneDrive), 
and rich media apps (like Lync); the solution needs to be able to distinguish apps by type and provide the 
appropriate performance and availability controls 
 

- Security challenges – in order to adequately secure the network, the solution must be able to provide 
network, security, and compliance policies at the app and sub-app level without additional hardware, and 
integrate with 3rd party security services in the cloud 

 
CloudGenix addresses all of these issues and helps to make deployment of Office 365 successful while improving 
visibility, reducing costs, and without compromising security.   
 

Ease Transition to Direct Internet Connectivity  
Migration from on-premises Exchange, SharePoint, and unified communications to Office 365 creates a radical 
change in network design.  Previously, these on-premises services were deployed in the data center, and user 
connections to these services would cross the private WAN or VPN from remote offices to the data center. With a 
cloud-hosted solution like Office 365, infrastructure for these services is in the cloud, and backhauling traffic from 
remote users and sites through the private WAN to the data center and then to the Internet imposes additional 
bandwidth requirements on the private WAN and may add latency to each connection.  Furthermore, private WAN 
connectivity is generally far more expensive than direct Internet connections which could add a tremendous 
amount of cost to the equation. 
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With Office 365, traffic patterns must change to ensure that all users connect to the services through the shortest 
possible path to ensure low latency and the best user experience.  This is generally accomplished using a direct 
connection to the Internet from their location without backhauling through the private WAN to the data center.  
CloudGenix eases this transition by allowing the organization to control which WAN links are used for which 
classes of traffic using fine-grained application policies.  Traffic for Office 365 can be directed to use broadband 
and public Internet links, thereby reducing the latency between users and the cloud, while also offloading the 
private WAN from the additional bandwidth demanded by Office 365.    
 

 
 

Simplify Capacity Planning for Office 365 
Along with being able to direct traffic by application to the appropriate WAN link, CloudGenix continually monitors 
every application flow and every WAN link, gathering key performance indicators, to make decisions based on 
performance and availability.  The CloudGenix cloud management portal provides visibility into each of these 
indicators – including bandwidth utilization by site, WAN link, and application, to help understand how much 
capacity is needed for each application and site.  By accurately identifying each application on the network, 
valuable bandwidth on private WAN links can be reserved for those application that need to be routed to the data 
center, and traffic for cloud-hosted services like Office 365 can take advantage of lower cost direct Internet links.   
 
Capacity for each WAN link can be examined and utilization can be broken down by application, and can be 
further broken down by endpoints involved.  By examining each link, you can quickly see if more capacity is 
needed for productivity and collaboration suites like Office 365.  With Microsoft I/T stating that each user “is now 
estimated to use about 400Kbps of bandwidth during normal activity”[1], businesses can add capacity as needed 
to lower-cost commodity Internet links rather than adding expensive capacity on the private WAN.  In many cases, 
private WAN capacity can be reduced, thereby providing a tangible cost savings. 
 
[1] https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt450488.aspx 
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Enable WAN High Availability for Office 365 
CloudGenix simplifies the task of ensuring high availability for cloud services such as Office 365.  With legacy 
collaboration systems deployed in the data center, businesses were forced to deploy redundant networking 
hardware and multiple private WAN paths to each remote site using separate providers.  With CloudGenix, a 
secure network fabric is automatically built between ION elements deployed in the data center and in each remote 
location, taking advantage of any available WAN link – whether it is a private WAN connection, broadband, 
cellular, or otherwise.  In addition to being able to automatically route traffic to Office 365 over public Internet 
links, CloudGenix can also load-balance traffic over available links, including private WAN connections where 
traffic would be backhauled to the data center.  In this way, broadband and other public Internet links can be used 
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as primary links for carrying Office 365 traffic, while private WAN links can be used as backup.  Also, multiple 
public Internet links at the remote office can be used, and connections for Office 365 can be configured to be 
load-balanced over them, ensuring high availability for this important productivity and collaboration suite. 
 

Performance Management for Office 365 
Productivity and collaboration applications are critical to the success of any business.  Employees need to be able 
to work, share, and communicate without complication to ensure the business continues to move forward.  When 
performance problems arise in these applications, I/T commonly finds itself stuck trying to identify the source of 
these problems.  In many cases, a never-ending circle of finger-pointing ensues between application, server, and 
networking teams.  This problem is even worse with cloud-hosted services like Office 365 in that the application 
and infrastructure is completely owned, hosted, and managed by an independent third-party (Microsoft).  While 
Microsoft does an outstanding job of providing support to its users for Office 365, they commonly have to advise 
customers to check their own network and client systems to identify the source of performance problems. 
 
CloudGenix continually monitors key performance indicators for every application and every flow on your network 
to determine the best performing path and enforcement of application policies for performance, security, and 
compliance.  This includes several indicators within the applications themselves and the underlying WAN links.  
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When application performance problems arise, CloudGenix pinpoints the exact cause of the performance 
problem, whether it’s a server taking a long time to respond (indicating an overloaded or misbehaving server), 
insufficient WAN capacity (congestion caused by limited bandwidth or incorrect QoS capacity), or other problems.  
With CloudGenix, finger-pointing during an application performance crisis becomes a thing of the past as the root 
cause of the performance problem becomes plainly visible. 
 

Preserve Remote Office Security Perimeter  
By adding direct Internet connectivity in the remote office, allowing Internet traffic to avoid the private WAN, 
security becomes a concern as the secure perimeter around the Internet in the data center is bypassed.  In 
addition to the SD-WAN capabilities, CloudGenix ION includes an application-based, zone-based firewall (ZBFW) 
controlled by a global policy.  Like application policies for performance and compliance, security policies are also 
built using applications rather than low-level IP addresses and port numbers, allowing I/T to move toward building 
policies that describe the business intent rather than low-level network attributes. 
 
Additionally, the ION ZBFW policies can be configured to leverage an external entity for additional security, such 
as an on-premises next-generation firewall, or, an external cloud security service to ensure a consistent security 
perimeter in each location.  In this way, the secure perimeter established in the data center can be replicated in 
the remote office, ensuring that all matching inbound and outbound application flows are inspected for malicious 
content including viruses, trojans, other malware, or attacks – and prevented, if necessary. 
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Summary 
CloudGenix makes it easy for businesses to take advantage of the benefits provided by Office 365, including 
simplification of infrastructure, improved productivity and collaboration, and reduced capital and operational 
expenditure.  CloudGenix allows businesses to leverage low-cost, high bandwidth, commodity Internet 
connectivity at remote locations and seamlessly integrate them into their overall WAN architecture, offloading 
expensive private WAN links.  High availability can be deployed seamlessly across heterogeneous WAN links to 
ensure employee productivity when a WAN link goes down or becomes overloaded. And with powerful visibility 
tools, CloudGenix allows businesses to measure performance and capacity while also being able to identify the 
root cause of any performance problems.  Only CloudGenix gives businesses the tools they need to deploy an 
application-aware SD-WAN and fully leverage the benefits of cloud-hosted productivity and collaboration suites 
like Office 365. 
 

See For Yourself 
See CloudGenix in action for yourself!  Visit www.cloudgenix.com/trial to register for a no-risk free trial 
today. 
 

About CloudGenix 
CloudGenix provides a software-defined WAN solution with AppFabric technology that enables you to 
build a global WAN based on business policies for application performance, compliance, and security, 
across all sites and users.  Unlike router-based solutions, CloudGenix AppFabric allows you to define 
top-down global policies based on business intent rather than fragmented bottoms-up configuration 
changes based on technical implementation.  With CloudGenix, you can easily integrate heterogeneous 
WAN connections for any site, take advantage of cloud and SaaS applications, improve visibility for app 
performance and SLAs, and dramatically simplify network operations.  

 


